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Abstract: The social and recorded richness of the Pashto just as its noteworthiness inside the setting of different dialects has been 

recognized over the world. This article investigates the logical inconsistencies of different students of history and philologists regarding 

the cause of Pashto as a primary language of South Asia, with uncommon reference to Semitic and Aryan assumptions, the procedure 

of improvement of its writing, the dialects of the language and its place inside the setting of the South Asian semantic reality. This work 

additionally investigates the advancement of Pashto writing and fundamentally researches an as of late led DNA study that discredits 

Pakhtun's hereditary relationship with Arabs. 
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1. Introduction 
 

The language of multilingual Afghanistan is Pashto, which 

isn't just both national and authority language of the nation 

alongside Dari yet additionally a provincial language of 

Pakistan, spoken in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa. The significance 

of the language wound up clear at the season of the 

Afghanistan war. In 2012, as indicated by Ethnologue there 

were 25, 500 speakers of this language in Afghanistan. 

Researchers of history and philology hold negating 

sentiments concerning the starting point of the language. 

This formed into two unique arrangements of speculations; 

the Aryan and the Semitic. 

 

According to the to the dialects of Pashto, their development 

depends on different socio-social and financial elements, 

relations among the different networks and other phonetic 

and recorded elements which have been major during the 

arrangement phase of Pashto dialects. These components 

have brought forth two principle dialects of the language: 

Kandahari, additionally ordinarily known as Khattak dialect 

or Southern dialect, being spoken in the Southern parts of 

Khyber Pakhtunkhwa and Pakhtun overwhelmed zones of 

Baluchistan. Besides, this speech speaks to dialects being 

spoken in the Southern Afghanistan; while the other dialect, 

named Yousafzai tongue which students of history 

additionally named as Peshawari (the dialects from the 

regions of the north Pakistan for example Mardan, Swat, 

Peshawar and so forth.), is additionally spoken in certain 

territories of Afghanistan. The vernaculars can be separated 

phonetically by the hints of [kh] and [sh] just as contrasts in 

vowel use. 

 

Ethnologue perceives different tongues: Northeastern, 

Eastern Afghan, Southwestern and Nangraharian. 

Northeastern Pashto can be separated into different sub-

dialects, for example, Kohat (spoken in the Khatak zones), 

Shinwari, Afridi, Shilmani, Yusufzai (spoken in Peshawar), 

Shilmani and Mohmand. As per Lewis, Sinmons and 

Fenning (2013) the lexical similarity level (S.I, in 

Maldonado 2014) between the Southwestern and 

Northwestern dialects of Pashto has been measured to be of 

80%. 

 

“Pashtuns are the largest ethnic group in Afghanistan, 

accounting for about 60 percent of the population, with 

Tajiks (27%), Hazaras (25%), Uzbeks (9%), Aimaqs (4%), 

Turkmen people (3%), Baluch (2%), and other groups (4%) 

making up the remainder” (Haber et. al, 2012). 

 

Like different other languages of the world which alluded to 

a country, region or a nation, the term Pashto/Pukhto has 

developed from different stages to the present structure. The 

word Pashto, as far as reference, could be credited to the 

Pakhtoon clan itself. The philologists and students of 

history's speculations show logical inconsistencies as far as 

the starting point of the language as archives are not 

accessible. 

 

The lingual and accurate beginning of Pashto language could 

be followed back to Pakth and Bakht countries as referred to 

in Rigveda and Osta individually. Herodotus, a Greek history 

specialist, discussed the Pakth country in 520 B.C. which 

was dwelling at that point at the shoreline of the Indus River 

(Nath 2002 and Caroe 1958). The vast majority of the 

contemporary history specialists had taken induction from 

these contentions that the terms Pakth and Bakht later on 

changed into Pakht, Bakht, or Pasht and their language was 

named as Pakto and Bakhto. Today, philologists and 

students of history have consented to term it Pakhto/Pashto. 

Abdul Hai Habibi was a history specialist of the Pashto 

language conceived in 1910 and keeping in mind that 

researching the scholarly hints of Pashto, referenced about 

recorded etymology by the Iranian King, Dar Yoush Kabir, 

likewise called Dariush, in 516 B.C. He should have found 

life story of Pashto artists titled Pata Khazana (Hidden 

Treasure) in 1944, composed by the artist Hussain Hotak of 

the Hotak tradition in 1729 and deciphered by Abdul Hai 

Habibi into Persian and later on distributed in Kabul, 

Afghanistan by the Pashto Academy of Afghanistan (Hotak 

and Habibi 1997). In any case, this collection has not been 

validated and has been named as imitation because of the 

way that uses letters present in the Pashto letters in order 
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after 1936, when the legislature of Afghanistan transformed 

the orthography of Pashto and designated it as the national 

language of Afghanistan by illustrious pronouncement 

(Campbell 1999). A comparative revelation of Abdul Hai 

Habibi was seven pages of the manually written Tazkiratul 

Awlya by Suleiman Mako. 

 

The procedure of progression of the Pashto language isn't 

exceptionally clear. The primary explanations behind this are 

two; there are no records which can vouch for this 

development and the philologists and students of history 

were not in agreement with contending speculations and 

research, upheld by contentions and proof. These hypotheses 

and research had therefore brought forth two unmistakable 

ways of thinking. One gathering of idea holds that the 

Pathans are, indeed, the amazing Israel's missing clan. Then 

again, the subsequent hypothesis holds that the Pathans 

plunge from the Aryans. These ideas have been basically 

explored and we will outline them next.  

 

2. Methodology 
 

This research follows the quantitative method to investigate. 

The nature of this research or term paper is library research 

in the library research the researcher read, Articles, books, 

and papers in the target language and review, the old studies 

in the specific aspect of the language this study investigates.  

Data includes the language sections of Pashto language 

which covers Roots of the Pashto Language and Phases of its 

Literary Evolution.  However, the employ of personal 

remark for the data collection is also considered and superior 

and beneficial due to the researchers’ wide contact to the 

Pashto language as their native language or mother tongue. 

Furthermore, according to the specific focus of this study on 

Roots of the Pashto Language and Phases of its Literary 

Evolution, other data collection methods such as 

questionnaires, tests (written & oral) visual recording and 

doing interviews are not applicable to this term paper or 

research. So I have select the literary research of the target 

language in the specific field in the literature.  

 

2.1 The Indo-Aryan Theory  

 

This hypothesis went to the fore with the British landing in 

the subcontinent. The British, inferable from their political 

and different finishes, looked into the Pashto language. The 

antiquarians and philologists, in the light of present day 

etymological procedures, explored that Pashto got from 

Sanskrit and can be related with the Aryan gathering. The 

individuals who acknowledged this thought grouped Pashto 

as an Indo-European language. The highlights of the 

Pakhtun's social conventions and their qualities appear to be 

indistinguishable of those of the Aryans (Heath and Zahedi 

2011).  

 

Julius Heinrich Klaproth is most likely the main remote 

analyst who thought about Pashto as an Aryan language, 

following its genetic connection and invalidating the Semitic 

hypothesis on the supposition that it has no alliance with the 

Semitic dialects with regards to words, standards and 

sentence structure, grammar, and so on and subsequently, as 

indicated by him, Pashto absolutely has a place with the 

Indo-European dialects (Stammerjohann 2009). Bernhard 

Dorn, related with the lessons of Semitic and Aryans 

dialects, bolstered the Aryan hypothesis and rejected its 

association with Hebrew and Chaldaic dialects with regards 

to arrangement, word reference and utilization of sentence 

structure. Or maybe he contended that the Pashto language 

has a place with Indo-Teutonic group5 (Dorn 1847). Bellew 

states that initially Pashto was a dialect of Sanskrit which 

expected its present Indo-Persian structure because of since 

quite a while ago proceeded with contact of Indian clans 

with the Persians. Wherefrom, a colossal number of words 

came to be utilized conversationally, without influencing its 

unique linguistic development, consumed into this language 

and experienced alterations according to conditions (Bellew 

1986). 

 

Earnest Trumpp (1828 - 1885)6, in his work, rejected the 

relationship of Pashto with the Western Iranian dialects 

gathering and stated that Pashto has a place with the Indo-

Aryan dialects gathering (Trumpp 1873). Grierson, while 

finishing up contentions with respect to the phonetic alliance 

of Pashto, featured that the Afghans guarantee drop from one 

Afghana, grandson of Saul, the main King of Israel. This 

suspicion, combined with incidental fortuitous events in 

jargon, persuaded that Pashto determined or associated with 

Hebrew. As per him it had for some time been conceded that 

Pashto language has a place with the Aryan stock yet for 

quite a while it was in question whether it had a place with 

the Iranian or to the Indian gathering. The previous is 

additionally isolated into Western and Eastern gatherings. 

Like Balochi, Pashto has a place with the Eastern gathering. 

Trumpp, in his Pashto Grammar, emphatically kept up that 

the language did not have a place with the Iranian group of 

dialects but rather was an individual from the Indo-Aryan 

family and was firmly associated with Sindhi. He included 

that it was anything but a genuine individual from the Indian 

family rather a language with its own self-rule, which had 

made the underlying change from the Indo-Aryan group of 

dialects to the Iranian and which displayed highlights of the 

two families and an incredible impact from the Prakrits. M. 

Darmesteter (1890) at first acknowledged this hypothesis 

however later on demonstrated indisputably that Pashto has a 

place with the Iranian group of dialects and inside it toward 

the Eastern branch and that it is gotten from Zend or from a 

lingo intently connected with Zend. As indicated by him, it 

has acquired to a great extent and unreservedly from North – 

Western India, yet in its embodiment, it is an Iranian tongue 

(Grierson 1927). Keeping in view the topographical study, 

Pashto language can be foreseen in the middle of the Iranian 

and Indian universes having worth-referencing attributes of 

Indian and Iranian dialects. Regardless, the last one is 

progressively compelling (Caroe, 1958). Raverty (1860) 

likewise demonstrated that Pashto language gets from 

Sanskrit. 

 

Crafted by Caroe and Mohammad Afzal Shah Bokawee 

(2006), titled as, "The Pukhtoons" are important 

verifications of the root of the Pathans. James W. Spain 

wrote a significant book titled as, "The Way of the Pathans", 

different researchers also during the time have been 

exploring this subject. The Israelite hypothesis has been 
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denied by different creators. Most of the researchers, 

because of the improvement in etymology just as authentic 

examinations, arrange Pashto inside the North East Aryan 

branch. However, various analysts are as yet attempting to 

demonstrate experimentally using any and all means that the 

source of the Pathans just as the Pashto language is some 

way or another identified with the lost clans of Israel and in 

light of this view a DNA test was completed to deny the 

hypothesis with fascinating outcomes. 

 

2.2 The Semitic Theory  

 

A couple of specialists had thought about that the Semitic 

Theory did in actuality bode well and characterized Pashto 

to be a language of a Semitic cause. Makhzan-I-Afghani 

composed by Nimat Allah al-Harawi depicted the hypothesis 

widely (Hastings 1926). This has been the referent used by 

indigenous, just as remote researchers as a base to the 

hypothesis. 

 

 
Figure 1: AFRO-ASIATIC Family 

 

Niamatullah Herawi had mirrored the convention in his book 

(Makhzan-I-Afghani) which probably is the main antique 

source which tends to the inceptions of the Pathans (Hastings 

1926). This book follows the start of the Pashthuns to the 

Prophet Abraham and Saul. Ruler Saul has been followed to 

the year 1092 BC in Palestine by Muslim sources and the 

Hebrew sacred writing. By and by, it is hard to follow the 

line. Makhzan-I-Afghani clarifies that Jeremiah, the child of 

King Saul, had a child named Afghana, raised by David 

when King Saul passed away. Afghana appears to have been 

the Chief Commander of the military of King Solomon. 

(Caroe 1958).  

 

Keeping in view the elements, for example, socioeconomics 

and topography in the mid nineteen hundred indigenous 

researchers as well as those of European root began 

examining the sources of the Pathans. From these 

examinations negating writing was conceived. While some 

supported the Semitic hypothesis, others history specialists, 

philologists and researchers recommend that the hypothesis 

is mistaken and in truth the Pathans are relatives of the 

Aryans. (Burnes 1834), Joseph Pierre (Ferrier 1858), Sir 

William Jones (Teingmouth 1807) and George Moore had 

supported the Semitic perspectives (Moore 1861). Thus, 

educated people who supported this hypothesis order Pashto 

as a Semitic language simply like Arabic and Hebrew. A 

portion of these perspectives depend on the similitudes in 

part of Jewish and Pashtuns, assumed land area of the lost 

Jewish ten clans, conventions and social likenesses, just as 

other inconsistent actualities, for example, oral customs and 

legends passed on from age to age. This hypothesis was 

reprimanded on the supposition that Pakhtuns, being a 

missing clan of Israel, had much prior follows in the 

Rigveda. 

 

A few eccentricities for the help of the hypothesis identify 

with basic physical highlights in Pathans, for example, the 

bended noses of numerous Afghanis. In any case, this 

component isn't restrictive of this race and is available in 

different also. In such manner, researchers have contended 

that the Semitic hypothesis can't stand logical investigation 

since highlights' visual similitudes are in certainty a non-

logical methodology for race assurance. Sumerians have 

been said to have likeness with the Aryans despite the fact 

that they don't have a similar race. Sykes (1940) out that a 

comparative element, can be seen through the 

representations of the Koshan King who lived in the 

principal century. In any case, these pictures were neither 

Semitic nor of Afghan root. Indeed, even as of late as in 

2010, productions in the alleged Semitic root of the Patahans 

have been found and they continue showing up from time to 

time.2 The subject has additionally been resuscitated as of 

late by the anthropologist Shalva Weil.3  

 

A portion of the history specialists because of the nearness 

of some Semitic words, articulations and names in Pashto 

language thought about it as a Semitic language. In such 

manner Khan Roshan Khan, well known student of history of 

Pashto in the twentieth century, devoted a few compositions 

for this hypothesis (Afghano Ki Nasli Tarikh 1981), wherein, 

he thought about Pashto and Semitic dialects of being organs 

of one body. Students of history additionally partner Pashto 

with Semitic and Hebrew dialects. Among the explanations 

behind this wonder is the rise of Islam. The Arabic language 

developed in the area which therefore blended words and 

articulations from Arabic, a Semitic language with that of the 

Pashto language. Later on, whoever recognized these words 

and articulations in Pashto connected the equivalent with the 

Semitic family despite the fact that these words and 

articulations had come about because of the immediate Arab 

impact in Pashto discourse. Truth be told, it has been 

demonstrated that the Semitic hypothesis depends on the oral 

conventional Israelite story where its chain is verifiably 

absent and there is an absence of bona fide sources, which 

makes it unjustifiable and incorrect. The language specialists 

and antiquarians who deny this hypothesis are numerous for 

instance, in the expressions of Syyed Bahadur Shah Zafar 

Kakakhel "There is no strong evidence to acknowledge this 

hypothesis, even in Arabian history or in Islamic 

history"(Kakakhel 1981). Nowadays, there is understanding 

among the researchers that Pashto is named an Indo-

European language from the Indo-Iranian branch.4 

 

2.3 The Pashto Script 
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The formative change of the literature of Pashto includes a 

period of modification to current occasions and therefore it 

had to get letters from other phonetic frameworks. By and 

by, it incorporates adjusted types of Persian letter sets which 

thusly halfway got from the Arabic letter sets. The content of 

Pashto is currently Nastaliq as expressed by Husain (1962) 

underneath in a request for Miangul Abdul Wadud the leader 

of Swat in 1926: 

 

I acknowledged Pashto to be the official language of the 

Afghanistan and embraced the Urdu content as the style of 

composing. Exceptional structures and registers were set up 

in Pashto for use in workplaces and courts. The two 

authorities and the open were coordinated to utilize 

straightforward, ordinary language in the entirety of their 

works, and convey what needs be quickly and to the point; 

particularly staying away from protracted greetings and 

adulatory expressions. Experience demonstrated that I had 

chosen properly: Yusufzai Pathans of Swat think that its 

advantageous to lead their own and authority business in 

Pashto. 

 

The letters in order records for forty four letters and four 

diacritic imprints including some one of a kind sounds and 

letters ( ښ, ږ , څ, ځ ). Language specialists and philologists 

consider (ڼ) as digraph, this is to state, a blend or rather the 

mix of two characters "ن" and " ړ". 
 
The advanced Pashto content shows an evident Arabic 

impact and structure. Certain antiquated coins, ceramics and 

engravings dated from different authentic periods and areas 

of the nation have uncovered that Pashto had been written in 

different contents, for example, Kharoshti, a content from the 

Gandhara culture which used to compose Gandhari and 

Sanskrit dialects and Yawana (Hasan 2012). 

The advanced type of the letters in order was assembled 

through a progression of changes and improvements during 

the underlying period of the procedure. Bayazid Ansari a 

powerful lawmaker and religious pioneer of Pathan inception 

who had lived during the second time of the abstract 

advancement of the semantic framework referred to today as 

Pashto has been known to pride himself to be the maker of 

the letters of the letter set which he had created through the 

superimposition of Pashto letters over those of Arabic and 

thus building up the new letter set by oral conventions 

(Sierakowska-Dyndo 2014). So also, Khoshal Khan Khattak 

had formulated another Pashto content after considerable 

revisions however that could just last up to his family on the 

grounds that Mukhzin-ul-Islam which was taken as a reading 

material, and its content got notoriety and turned out to be 

profound established in the public eye during a limited 

ability to focus time, and a similar content stayed utilitarian 

with slight adjustments until the ongoing past (Pakhto Lik 

Laar 1991).  

The writing of Pashto, just as its content, has experienced 

transformative changes for the most part put into impact by 

Pathans like Khatak, Darwaiza and Bayazid, According to 

Cooper (1989) and Rahman (1995) Pashto Tolane, a Pashto 

Academy made for the institutionalization of the language in 

Kabul in the mid nineteen hundreds, added to this very task. 
 

2.4 The Aryan theory of Pashto language evolution 

 

The Aryan hypothesis of Pashto language advancement 

expresses that the improvement of Pashto depends on a 

progression of formative periods. Ancient assortments of the 

language have been found in the Avesta. Masica (1991) 

dates Avestan to the Sasanian times roughly from the third to 

the seventh century. Morgenstierne (1927), a Norwegian 

master of the Indo-Iranian family, acknowledges this 

hypothesis and states that the genuine beginning of Pashto is 

in Saki.  
 

For Raza (1992), the Pathans have a place with a Germanic 

race while Kakakhel and exceptionally Abdul Hai Habibi 

(2003) declared that an Aryan clan had arrived and begun 

living in the region of Balghan. They had sub-partitioned 

into ten clans because of fights among one another. The most 

obvious one was that of the Pashtoon, got from the "Pakht" 

into "Pakhtoon". At a later arrange, a couple of the clans 

settled in Iran were Persian was spoken and others settled in 

Hind, the territory where Sanskrit was spoken. As indicated 

by him Pashto was a Bactrian language.  

 

Additionally, Rajwali Shah Khatak researched the inception 

of Aryan. As indicated by him Pashto has a place with a 

similar group of Osta and Sanskrit. Besides, on 

indistinguishable lines from Abdul Hai Habibi, he follows 

back Pashto culture to be roughly 5,000 years of age (Shah 

Khattak 1989). Then again, Clyde Winters expresses that the 

Aryans did not land in India until 1600 B.C. in the setting 

that quite possibly just because the Vedic-Aryans came into 

contact with the Dravidians in Gujarat (Winters 2012). For 

this situation, the Aryans would have touched base in India 

3,600 years prior. The hole among the creators is by all 

accounts of around 1,400 years. As referenced previously, 

Abdul Hai Habibi, in his examination, discovers striking 

confirmations among Pashto and other Aryan dialects, for 

example, Vedic, Sanskrit and Avesta. Like Darmesteter, 

Michael Henderson demonstrated that Pashto is in reality an 

Aryan language as per its etymological similitudes with the 

dialects of this gathering (Henderson 1970). 

 

Crafted by Caroe and Mohammad Afzal Shah Bokawee 

(2006), titled as, "The Pukhtoons" are priceless evidences of 

the source of the Pathans. James W. Spain wrote a 

significant book titled as, "The Way of the Pathans", 

different researchers also during the time have been 

exploring this subject. The Israelite hypothesis has been 

denied by different creators. Most of the researchers, 

because of the advancement in phonetics just as recorded 

examinations, arrange Pashto inside the North East Aryan 

branch. However, various analysts are as yet attempting to 

demonstrate logically using any and all means that the source 

of the Pathans just as the Pashto language is some way or 

another identified with the lost clans of Israel and 

considering this view a DNA test was completed to deny the 

hypothesis with intriguing outcomes. 

 

3. Literary Development of Pashto 
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Undoubtedly the scholarly improvement of Pashto has 

experienced various periods of advancement and 

advancement where the commitment of the indigenous 

authors is unquestionably clear as far as their association 

towards building up the folkloric writing of the language.  

Abstract works in Pashto began to show up after the Islamic 

attack of the Subcontinent. Pashto, in its chronicled 

advancement, similar to all dialects has endured a procedure 

of semantic development just as of its writing. Local just as 

remote writers had composed exposition, verse, brief stores, 

papers, interpretations and self-portrayals in Pashto. History 

specialists have generally separated the development of 

Pashto writing into four phases: 

 

3.1 First period of literary evolution (prior 1500 A.D.) 
 

There isn't ascertainable data about the underlying phase of 

the development of Pashto writing as indicated by Afzal 

Raza (1992) it is obscure for absence of recorded proof of 

the equivalent. It appears that, 'Pata Khazana' of Muhammad 

Hotik container Dawod had somewhat offered some data 

with regards to the underlying improvement of Pashto 

writing. What's more, Suleiman Mako had added his 

commitment to this phase with his Tazkiratul Awlya 

referencing works of certain religious researchers and artists 

and it should be the most established type of writing known 

in Pashto and dates around 1,216 AD. It was a memoire 

about holy people. Most of the before referenced creators 

were religious researchers local of Afghanistan. At the time 

Arabic was used for the learning of the Islamic information, 

so whomever needed to learn religion had to learn it. The 

impact of Persian language is additionally eminent, which in 

a parallel way with Arabic had impact over the advancement 

of the writing and verse of Pashto.  

 

In, 1986, Bibi Maryam, creator of 'Da Pakhto Nasar Tarikhi 

aw Tanqidi Jayeza'8 gave data about the advancement of the 

writing of Pashto also. Different creators like Sadiqullah 

Rikhtin (1992) had investigated this underlying stage. In any 

case, the person who had investigated this phase finally was 

Afzal Raza (1992) who notices that the powerful closeness 

of Arabic and Persian gave Pashto writing its extraordinary 

components. Regardless, Amir Kror Suri appears to have 

been the creator who composed the primary verse piece in 

Pashto, becoming exposed in the eighth century (Khalil 

2006). As referenced previously, Pata Khazana signifies 

'concealed fortune', a book found in 1944 by Abdul Hai 

Habibi, despite the fact that it is viewed as falsification by 

generally specialists. The book is intended to be a recorded 

and basic investigation of Pashto composition. Regardless of 

the way that Abdul Hai Habibi discusses Kror's family line, 

the presence of this character is questionable. Supposedly, 

his ballads were found in the said book. Pata Khazana.  

Returning to our past contention, and to condense, the 

impact of unknown dialects, all the more solidly Persian and 

Arabic had affected the works of the Pashto creators who 

utilized the dialects as a model for their style and point 

choice. By the by, they remembered the conservation of the 

trademark standards of Pashto. 

 

3.2. Second period of literary evolution (1500 -1650 A.D.) 

 

In the second time of artistic advancement and improvement, 

the utilization of unknown dialects proceeded. Bayazid 

Ansari (1,525-1,581/1,585)9 appears to have been the main 

creator of this time.  

 

He wrote 'Khair-ul-Bayan10' which is viewed as the 

principal book in Pashto and it is really written in four 

dialects, i.e., Pashto, Arabic, Persian and Hindi (Tate 1,973). 

Essentially in 1,600 AD., a book was written in which 

Arabic and Persian appear to have been used, Sirat-ul-

Tauhid, in Arabic Maqsudul Mominin just as Halnama and 

Fakhrul Talibin, the self-portraying works of Bayazid Ansari 

and different writers.  

 

Akhun Darwaza (1,533-1,638) used to use Pashto to actuate 

his supporters against the development of Bayazid Ansari, 

additionally called Roshania development. His commitment 

accompanied the book 'Mukhzin-ul-Islam just as others like 

Tazkirat-ul Abrar wa'al Ashrar, Irshadul Moridin and 

Irshadul Talibin. This stage could likewise be known as the 

time of Bayazid and Darwaiza. In the long run, despite the 

fact that Bayazid had confronted solid resistance by the 

Yusufzai and Akhun Darwaza, he was acknowledged by an 

enormous number of tribesmen.  

 

The commitments of Ansari and Darwaiza were amazingly 

critical at their individual occasions. Bayazid had composed 

writing in Arabic presenting the social standards just as the 

human advancement to different territories of the nation. 

Consequently Pashto turned out to be better known in 

different areas of the nation also. Pashto was still affected by 

Persian and Arabic in spite of the fact that individuals of the 

region liked to know about religion and writing in their local 

tongues. Consequently, the job of Pashto language was that 

of go-between or contact between the religious lessons and 

its down to earth applications in the lives of the locals. 

 

 

 

 

3.3. Third or Golden period of literary evolution- (1650-

1900 A.D.) 
 

The Golden Period of artistic advancement was very 

productive and carried numerous creators to the cutting edge, 

enhancing the improvement of the language.  

 

To this period have a place creators like Khushal Khan 

Khattak (1613-1689) likewise generally known as the dad of 

Pashto writing. His most noteworthy work in exposition just 

as stanza covers an assortment of points, for example, 

religion and mystery, medication, harmony and war, grit, 

human expressions of chasing and falconry. He aggregated 

also noteworthy data on the historical backdrop of the 

Pakhtoons. It appears that toward the start Khattak and his 

older folks had offered support for the Mughals albeit later 

on conditions made him battle for the tranquility of the 

Pathans just as their national respectability. He was one of 

the most productive writers throughout the entire existence 

of Pashto writing, as he had composed in excess of forty 

5,000 sonnets, in excess of 200 books just as ghazals.. The 

relatives of Khushal Khan Khattak (Ashraf, Afzal and Abdul 
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Qadir Khan) had contributed surprisingly in Pashto writing 

(Mackenzie 1965).  

 

This time of artistic advancement and improvement 

effectively fortified Pashto writing. The commitment of the 

Khattak family was incredibly noteworthy as they guaranteed 

that the regular man built up a political vision and had 

written in a variety of type. Besides, the verse of Rahman 

Baba is as yet being utilized as precepts inside the Pashtoon 

society. 

 

3.4. Fourth and final period of literary evolution- (1900 

A.D. - to date) 

 

During this time of artistic advancement and advancement 

Pashto arrived at the apex of its improvement and becam a 

worldwide language. Because of the advances in innovation, 

Pashto began being utilized in books, anecdotal stories, plays 

and so on.  

 

The essayist Rahat Zakheli (1884-1963), a critical writer of 

the period had added to pretty much every abstract 

exposition type. In 1912, he distributed Mah Rukhi, his first 

anecdotal novel pursued by a short story distributed in a 

paper in Afghanistan in 1917, titled Konda Jeenae, (the 

young lady at the window) the first of its sort. Moreover, he 

expounded on language structure and history. He was 

likewise the writer of Shlidaly Pandai., One of the main 

plays at any point written in Pashto was Dree Yateeman (an 

account of three vagrants) arranged in 1927 by the writer 

Abdul Akbar Khan Akbar. The progression in the field of 

writing, particularly short story, show and novel were 

outstanding.  

 

Through a procedure of cleansing during this stage, the 

language had continuously lessened the utilization of 

indigenous slang just as the impact of the refrain on the 

exposition. One of the prior and pioneer books of Pashto is 

Peghla (The Damsel) by Hafiz Mohammad Idrees.  

 

During this stage Pashto appears to have been affected by 

European writing most likely by the progressions in 

innovation and correspondence. A portion of the creators 

who presented components of English writing in Pashto were 

Sayed Rasool Raza, Fazal Haq Shida and Abdul Rahim 

Majzoob.  

 

Thus, in the political field, Abdul Ghaffar Khan (otherwise 

called Bacha Khan) began another style in Pashto writing 

with his devoted works for the opportunity development and 

Pakhtoon patriotism (Shah 2007). During this stage the 

status of Pashto was improved by mechanical advances like 

radio, TV, press, media and so on. Books and plays are a 

result of this period. English books and plays have been 

converted into Pashto and the other way around. All in all, 

the patterns achieved by innovation conveyed with them 

another level of modernity in Pashto.  

 

To close, this phase of artistic advancement realized 

complex patterns in Pashto. From a political perspective, the 

war on fear brought Afghanistan and subsequently, Pashto to 

the spotlight making it a worldwide language that motivated 

premium and many tried to learn. Pashto is a language with 

long stretches of custom, which for a considerable length of 

time had been impacted by Persian and Arabic and abstract 

styles. Besides, similar to some other writing of the world, it 

put together its abstract compositions with respect to the 

legends and substances of the time as Pashtoon character and 

recording customs, socio-social qualities, sentiment, 

enthusiasm, cultural standards, the idea of respect and 

retribution ("badal") just as an aggregate personality which 

likewise incorporates all the past referenced ("pashtunwali'). 

 

4. Conclusion 
 

The disparate thoughts on the birthplaces of the Pashto 

language have brought forth various hypotheses. The 

absence of records makes it all the most hard to accomplish a 

clear assurance as to an exact timespan for the introduction 

of the language. Many researchers make various suspicions. 

Unmistakably the Semitic hypothesis can't continue logical 

investigation and it has been demonstrated that Pashto has 

clear affinities with Sanskrit and is in actuality an Iranian 

language. The DNA study was insufficient to confirm that 

the Islamic intrusion had happened. This was because of the 

way that lone the Y chromosome had been the object of the 

examination. In other words, that under 1% of the DNA had 

been dissected. This rate isn't critical enough to make such 

assurance. This investigation, moreover, appears not to have 

considered the four Arabo-telephone clans. In such manner, 

the way that the advancement and improvement of Pashto 

can be isolated into four significant and various periods is 

obviously delimited. The impact of Persian and Arabic 

couldn't deflect the course of the advancement and 

development of the language. The oral conventions were of 

real significance since they were the base of the underlying 

customs and compositions of Pashto. The substances of the 

occasions, the old stories, the religion, enthusiasm and 

patriotism, all molded the Pashto writing just as the oral 

customs. The ongoing political circumstance of the nation 

realized extraordinary universal enthusiasm for Afghanistan, 

the way of life and the language. The legends assumed a 

significant job as a theme influencer in the writing all 

through the improvement and development of the language. 
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